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INTRODUCTION 
  
The longing for happiness, deeply rooted in the human heart, has always been accompanied by 
a desire to be freed from illness and to be able to understand the meaning of sickness when it is 
experienced. This is a human phenomenon, which in some way concerns every person and 
finds particular resonance in the Church, where sickness is understood as a means of union 
with Christ and of spiritual purification. Moreover, for those who find themselves in the presence 
of a sick person, it is an occasion for the exercise of charity. But this is not all, because 
sickness, like other forms of human suffering, is a privileged moment for prayer, whether asking 
for grace, or for the ability to accept sickness in a spirit of faith and conformity to God's will, or 
also for asking for healing. 
 
Prayer for the restoration of health is therefore part of the Church's experience in every age, 
including our own. What in some ways is new is the proliferation of prayer meetings, at times 
combined with liturgical celebrations, for the purpose of obtaining healing from God. In many 
cases, the occurrence of healings has been proclaimed, giving rise to the expectation of the 
same phenomenon in other such gatherings. In the same context, appeal is sometimes made to 
a claimed charism of healing. 
 
These prayer meetings for obtaining healing present the question of their proper discernment 
from a liturgical perspective; this is the particular responsibility of the Church's authorities, who 
are to watch over and give appropriate norms for the proper functioning of liturgical celebrations. 
 
It has seemed opportune, therefore, to publish an Instruction, in accordance with canon 34 of 
the Code of Canon Law, above all as a help to local Ordinaries so that the faithful may be better 
guided in this area, though promoting what is good and correcting what is to be avoided. It was 
necessary, however, that such disciplinary determinations be given their point of reference 
within a well-founded doctrinal framework, to ensure the correct approach and to make clear the 
reasoning behind the norms. To this end, it has been judged appropriate to preface the 
disciplinary part of the Instruction with a doctrinal note. 
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DOCTRINAL ASPECTS 
 
1. Sickness and healing: their meaning and value in the economy of salvation 
 
«People are called to joy. Nevertheless each day they experience many forms of suffering and 
pain.» (1) Therefore, the Lord, in his promises of redemption, announces the joy of the heart 
that comes from liberation from sufferings (cf. Is 30:29; 35:10; Bar 4:29). Indeed, he is the one 
«who delivers from every evil» (Wis 16:8). Among the different forms of suffering, those which 
accompany illness are continually present in human history. They are also the object of man's 
deep desire to be delivered from every evil. 
 
In the Old Testament, «it is the experience of Israel that illness is mysteriously linked to sin and 
evil.» (2) Among the punishments threatened by God for the people's unfaithfulness, sickness 
has a prominent place (cf. Dt 28:21-22, 27-29, 35). The sick person who beseeches God for 
healing confesses to have been justly punished for his sins (cf. Ps 37; 40; 106:17-21). 
 
Sickness, however, also strikes the just, and people wonder why. In the Book of Job, this 
question occupies many pages. «While it is true that suffering has meaning as punishment, 
when it is connected with a fault, it is not true that all suffering is a consequence of a fault and 
has the nature of a punishment. The figure of the just man Job is a special proof of this in the 
Old Testament... And if the Lord consents to test Job with suffering, he does it to demonstrate 
the latter's righteousness. The suffering has the character of a test.» (3) 
 
Although sickness may have positive consequences as a demonstration of the faithfulness of 
the just person, and for repairing the justice that is violated by sin, and also because it may 
cause a sinner to reform and set out on the way of conversion, it remains, however, an evil. For 
this reason, the prophet announces the future times in which there will be no more disease and 
infirmity, and the course of life will no longer be broken by death (cf. Is 35:5-6; 65: 19-20). 
 
It is in the New Testament, however, that the question of why illness also afflicts the just finds a 
complete answer. In the public activity of Jesus, his encounters with the sick are not isolated, 
but continual. He healed many through miracles, so that miraculous healings characterized his 
activity: «Jesus went around to all the towns and villages, teaching in their synagogues, 
proclaiming the Gospel of the kingdom, and curing every disease and illness» (Mt 9:35; cf. 
4:23).  
 
These healings are signs of his messianic mission (cf. Lk 7:20-23). They manifest the victory of 
the kingdom of God over every kind of evil, and become the symbol of the restoration to health 
of the whole human person, body and soul. They serve to demonstrate that Jesus has the 
power to forgive sins (cf. Mk 2:1-12); they are signs of the salvific goods, as is the healing of the 
paralytic of Bethesda (cf. Jn 5:2-9, 19-21) and the man born blind (cf. Jn 9). 
 
The first preaching of the Gospel, as recounted in the New Testament, was accompanied by 
numerous miraculous healings that corroborated the power of the Gospel proclamation. This 
had been the promise of the Risen Jesus, and the first Christian communities witnessed its 
realization in their midst: «These signs will accompany those who believe: ...they will lay hands 
on the sick, and they will recover» (Mk 16:17-18).  
 
The preaching of Philip in Samaria was accompanied by miraculous healings: «Philip went 
down to a city of Samaria and proclaimed the Christ to them. With one accord, the crowds paid 
attention to what was said by Philip when they heard it and saw the signs he was doing. For 
unclean spirits, crying out in a loud voice, came out of many possessed people, and many 
paralyzed and crippled people were cured» (Acts 8:5-7).  
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Saint Paul describes his own proclamation of the Gospel as characterized by signs and 
wonders worked by the power of the Holy Spirit: «For I will not dare to speak of anything except 
what Christ has accomplished through me to lead the Gentiles to obedience by word and deed, 
by the power of signs and wonders, by the power of the Spirit» (Rom 15:18-19; cf. 1 Thes 1:5; 1 
Cor 2:4-5).  
 
It would not be without foundation to suppose that these signs and wonders, manifestations of 
the power of God that accompanied the preaching of the Gospel, were constituted in large part 
by miraculous healings. Such wonders were not limited to St. Paul's ministry, but were also 
occurring among the faithful: «Does then the one who supplies the Spirit to you and works 
mighty deeds among you do so from works of the law or from faith in what you have heard 
preached?» (Gal 3:5). 
 
The messianic victory over sickness, as over other human sufferings, does not happen only by 
its elimination through miraculous healing, but also through the voluntary and innocent suffering 
of Christ in his passion, which gives every person the ability to unite himself to the sufferings of 
the Lord. In fact, «Christ himself, though without sin, suffered in his passion pains and torments 
of every type, and made his own the sorrows of all men: thus he brought to fulfilment what had 
been written of him by the prophet Isaiah (cf. Is 53:4-5). (4)»  
 
But there is more: «In the cross of Christ not only is the redemption accomplished through 
suffering, but also human suffering itself has been redeemed... In bringing about the redemption 
through suffering, Christ has also raised human suffering to the level of the redemption. Thus 
each man in his suffering can also become a sharer in the redemptive suffering of Christ.» (5) 
 
The Church welcomes the sick not only as the recipients of her loving care, but also by 
recognizing that they are called «to live their human and Christian vocation and to participate in 
the growth of the kingdom of God in a new and more valuable manner. The words of the 
Apostle Paul ought to become their approach to life or, better yet, cast an illumination to permit 
them to see the meaning of grace in their very situation: ‘In my flesh I complete what is lacking 
in Christ's afflictions for the sake of his body, that is, the Church' (Col 1:24). Precisely in arriving 
at this realization, the Apostle is raised up in joy: ‘I rejoice in my sufferings for your sake' 
(Col 1:24). (6)» It is a paschal joy, fruit of the Holy Spirit, and, like Saint Paul, «in the same way 
many of the sick can become bearers of the ‘joy inspired by the Holy Spirit in much affliction' 
(1 Thess 1:6) and be witnesses to Jesus' resurrection.» (7) 
  
2. The desire for healing and prayer to obtain it 
 
Presuming the acceptance of God's will, the sick person's desire for healing is both good and 
deeply human, especially when it takes the form of a trusting prayer addressed to God. Sirach 
exhorts his disciple: «My son, when you are ill, delay not, but pray to God, who will heal you» 
(Sir 38:9). A number of the Psalms also ask for healing (cf. Ps 6; 37; 40; 87). 
 
Large numbers of the sick approached Jesus during his public ministry, either directly or through 
friends and relatives, seeking the restoration of health. The Lord welcomes their requests and 
the Gospels contain not even a hint of reproach for these prayers. The Lord's only complaint is 
about their possible lack of faith: «If you can! Everything is possible to one who has faith» 
(Mk 9:23; cf. Mk 6:5-6; Jn 4:48). 
 
Not only is it praiseworthy for individual members of the faithful to ask for healing for themselves 
and for others, but the Church herself asks the Lord for the health of the sick in her liturgy. 
Above all, there is the sacrament «especially intended to strengthen those who are being tried 
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by illness, the Anointing of the Sick.»(8) «The Church has never ceased to celebrate this 
sacrament for its members by the anointing and the prayer of its priests, commending those 
who are ill to the suffering and glorified Lord, that he may raise them up and save them.»(9)  
 
Immediately before the actual anointing takes place, in the blessing of the oil, the Church prays: 
«Make this oil a remedy for all who are anointed with it; heal them in body, in soul, and in spirit, 
and deliver them from every affliction»(10) and then, in the first two prayers after the anointing, 
the healing of the sick person is requested.(11) Since the sacrament is a pledge and promise of 
the future kingdom, it is also a proclamation of the resurrection, when « there shall be no more 
death or mourning, crying out or pain, because the old order has passed away» (Rev 21:4). 
Furthermore, the Roman Missal contains a Masspro infirmis in which, in addition to spiritual 
graces, the health of the sick is requested.(12) 
 
In the De benedictionibus of the Rituale Romanum, there is an Ordo benedictionis infirmorum, in 
which there are various prayers for healing: in the second formulary of the Preces (13), in the 
four Orationes benedictionis pro adultis (14), in the two Orationes benedictionis pro 
pueris (15), and in the prayer of the Ritus brevior (16). 
 
Obviously, recourse to prayer does not exclude, but rather encourages the use of effective 
natural means for preserving and restoring health, as well as leading the Church's sons and 
daughters to care for the sick, to assist them in body and spirit, and to seek to cure disease. 
Indeed, «part of the plan laid out in God's providence is that we should fight strenuously against 
all sickness and carefully seek the blessings of good health...»(17) 
  
3. The «charism of healing» in the New Testament 
 
Not only did wondrous healings confirm the power of the Gospel proclamation in Apostolic 
times, but the New Testament refers also to Jesus' real and proper transmission of the power to 
heal illnesses to his Apostles and to the first preachers of the Gospel. In the call of the Twelve to 
their first mission, according to the accounts of Matthew and Luke, the Lord gave them «the 
power to drive out unclean spirits and to cure every disease and illness» (Mt 10:1; cf. Lk 9:1), 
and commanded them: «Cure the sick, raise the dead, cleanse lepers, drive out demons» 
(Mt 10:8). In sending out the seventy-two disciples, the Lord charges them: «cure the sick» 
(Lk 10:9). The power to heal, therefore, is given within a missionary context, not for their own 
exaltation, but to confirm their mission. 
 
The Acts of the Apostles refers in general to the wonders worked by them: «many wonders and 
signs were being done by the apostles» (Acts 2:43; cf. 5:12). These were amazing deeds that 
manifested the truth and the power of their mission. However, apart from these brief general 
references, the Acts of the Apostles refers above all to the miraculous healings worked by 
individual preachers of the Gospel: Stephen (cf. Acts 6:8), Philip (cf. Acts 8:6-7), and, above all, 
Peter (cf. Acts 3:1-10; 5:15; 9:33-34, 40-41) and Paul (cf. Acts 14:3, 8-10; 15:12; 19: 11-12; 
20:9-10; 28: 8-9). 
 
In the conclusion to the Gospel of Mark, as well as in the Letter to the Galatians, as seen above, 
the perspective is broadened. The wondrous healings are not limited to the activity of the 
Apostles and certain of the central figures in the first preaching of the Gospel. In this 
perspective, the references to the «charisms of healing» in 1 Cor 12:9, 28,30 acquire special 
importance. The meaning of charism is per se quite broad – «a generous gift» – and in this 
context it refers to «gifts of healing obtained.»  
 
These graces, in the plural, are attributed to an individual (cf. 1 Cor 12:9), and are not, 
therefore, to be understood in a distributive sense, as the gifts of healing received by those who 
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themselves have been healed, but rather as a gift granted to a person to obtain graces of 
healing for others. This is given in uno Spiritu, but nothing is specified about how that person 
obtains these healings. It would not be farfetched to think that it happens by means of prayer, 
perhaps accompanied by some symbolic gesture. 
 
In the Letter of James, reference is made to the Church's action, by means of the priests, 
directed toward the salvation – in a physical sense as well – of the sick. But this is not to be 
understood as a wondrous healing; it is different from the «charisms of healing» of 1 Cor12:9. 
«Is anyone sick among you? He should call for the priests of the Church and have them pray 
over him and anoint him with oil in the name of the Lord and the prayer of faith will save the sick 
person and will raise him up. If he has committed any sins, he will be forgiven»(Jas 5:14-15).  
 
This refers to a sacramental action: anointing of the sick with oil and prayer «over him» and not 
simply «for him,» as if it were only a prayer of intercession or petition; it is rather an efficacious 
action on the sick person.(18) The verbs «will save» and «will raise up» do not suggest an 
action aimed exclusively or predominantly at physical healing, but in a certain way include it.  
 
The first verb, even though the other times it appears in the Letter of James it refers to spiritual 
salvation (cf. 1:21; 2:14; 4:12; 5:20), is also used in the New Testament in the sense of «to 
heal» (cf. Mt 9:21; Mk 5:28, 34; 6:56; 10:52; Lk 8:48); the second, while having at times the 
sense of «to rise» (cf. Mt 10:8; 11:5; 14:2), is also used to indicate the action of «raising up» a 
person who is lying down because of illness, by healing the person in a wondrous fashion (cf. 
Mt 9:5; Mk 1:31; 9:27; Acts 3:7). 
  
4. Prayers to obtain healing from God in the Church's tradition. 
 
The Fathers of the Church considered it normal that believers would ask God not only for the 
health of their soul, but also for that of their body. With regard to the goods of life, health, and 
physical integrity, St. Augustine writes: «We need to pray that these are retained, when we have 
them, and that they are increased, when we do not have them.»(19) St. Augustine has also left 
us the testimony of a friend's healing, obtained through the prayers of a Bishop, a priest, and 
some deacons in his house. (20) 
 
The same perspective is found in both the Eastern and Western liturgical rites. One of the post 
Communion prayers of the Roman Missal asks «...may the power of this heavenly gift take hold 
of our minds and bodies.» (21) In the liturgy of Good Friday, Christians are invited to pray to 
God the Father Almighty that he «may keep diseases away... and grant health to the sick.» (22) 
Among the texts that are most significant is that of the blessing of the oil of the sick, in which 
God is asked to pour forth his holy blessing so that all «those who are anointed with it may 
receive healing, in body, soul and spirit, and be delivered from all sadness, all weakness and 
suffering.» (23) 
 
The expressions used in the prayers of the anointing of the sick in the Eastern Rites are very 
similar. For example, in the anointing of the sick in the Byzantine Rite, there is the prayer: «Holy 
Father, doctor of souls and bodies, you who sent your only begotten Son Jesus Christ to cure 
every sickness and to free us from death, heal also your servant from the infirmity of body and 
spirit that afflicts him, by the grace of your Christ.» (24) In the Coptic Rite, the Lord is invoked to 
bless the oil so that all who will be anointed with it will obtain health of spirit and body. Then, 
during the anointing of the sick person, the priests make mention of Jesus Christ who was sent 
into the world «to heal all sicknesses and to free from death» and ask God «to heal the sick 
person of the infirmities of body and to grant him the right path.» (25) 
  
5. The «charism of healing» in the present-day contest 
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In the course of the Church's history there have been holy miracle-workers who have performed 
wondrous healings. The phenomenon was not limited to the Apostolic period; however, the so-
called «charism of healing,» about which it seems appropriate to offer some doctrinal 
clarifications, does not fall within these phenomena of wonder-working. Instead, the present 
question concerns special prayer meetings organized for the purpose of obtaining wondrous 
healings among the sick who are present, or prayers of healing after Eucharistic communion for 
this same purpose. 
 
There is abundant witness throughout the Church's history to healings connected with places of 
prayer (sanctuaries, in the presence of the relics of martyrs or other saints, etc.). In Antiquity 
and the Middle Age, such healings contributed to the popularity of pilgrimages to certain 
sanctuaries, such as that of St. Martin of Tours or the Cathedral of St. James in Compostela, as 
well as many others. The same also happens today at Lourdes, as it has for more than a 
century. Such healings, however, do not imply a «charism of healing,» because they are not 
connected with a person who has such a charism, but they need to be taken into account when 
we evaluate the above-mentioned prayer meetings from a doctrinal perspective. 
 
With respect to prayer meetings for obtaining healing, an aim which even if not exclusive is at 
least influential in their planning, it is appropriate to distinguish between meetings connected to 
a «charism of healing, » whether real or apparent, and those without such a connection. A 
possible «charism of healing» can be attributed when the intervention of a specific person or 
persons, or a specific category of persons (for example, the directors of the group that promotes 
the meetings) is viewed as determinative for the efficacy of the prayer.  
 
If there is no connection with any «charism of healing,» then the celebrations provided in the 
liturgical books, if they are done with respect for liturgical norms, are obviously licit and often 
appropriate, as in the case of a Mass pro infirmis. If the celebrations do not respect liturgical 
law, they lack legitimacy. 
 
In sanctuaries, other celebrations are held frequently which may not be aimed per se at 
specifically asking God for graces of healing, but in which, in the intentions of the organizers 
and participants, the obtaining of healing has an important part. With this purpose in mind, both 
liturgical and non-liturgical services are held: liturgical celebrations (such as exposition of the 
Blessed Sacrament with Benediction) and non-liturgical expressions of popular piety 
encouraged by the Church (such as the solemn recitation of the Rosary). These celebrations 
are legitimate, as long as their authentic sense is not altered.  
 
For example, one could not place on the primary level the desire to obtain the healing of the 
sick, in a way which might cause Adoration of the Blessed Sacrament to lose its specific finality, 
which is to «bring the faithful to recognize in the Eucharist the wonderful presence of Christ and 
to invite them to a spiritual union with him, a union which finds its culmination in sacramental 
Communion.»(26) 
 
The «charism of healing» is not attributable to a specific class of faithful. It is quite clear that St. 
Paul, when referring to various charisms in 1 Corinthians 12, does not attribute the gift of 
«charisms of healing» to a particular group, whether apostles, prophets, teachers, those who 
govern, or any other. The logic which governs the distribution of such gifts is quite different: «All 
these are activated by one and the same Spirit, who distributes to each one individually just as 
the Spirit choses» (1 Cor 12:11).  
 
Consequently, in prayer meetings organized for asking for healing, it would be completely 
arbitrary to attribute a «charism of healing» to any category of participants, for example, to the 
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directors of the group; the only thing to do is to entrust oneself to the free decision of the Holy 
Spirit, who grants to some a special charism of healing in order to show the power of the grace 
of the Risen Christ.  
 
Yet not even the most intense prayer obtains the healing of all sicknesses. So it is that St. Paul 
had to learn from the Lord that «my grace is enough for you; my power is made perfect in 
weakness» (2 Cor 12:9), and that the meaning of the experience of suffering can be that «in my 
flesh I complete what is lacking in Christ's afflictions for the sake of his body, that is, the 
Church» (Col 1:24). 
  
 
II. DISCIPLINARY NORMS 
 
Art. 1 – It is licit for every member of the faithful to pray to God for healing. When this is 

organized in a church or other sacred place, it is appropriate that such prayers be led 
by an ordained minister. 

 
Art. 2 –  Prayers for healing are considered to be liturgical if they are part of the liturgical books 

approved by the Church's competent authority; otherwise, they are non-liturgical. 
 
Art. 3 –  § 1.  Liturgical prayers for healing are celebrated according to the rite prescribed in  

  the Ordo benedictionis infirmorum of the Rituale Romanum (28) and with the 
proper sacred vestments indicated therein. 

 
 § 2.  In conformity with what is stated in the Praenotanda, V., De aptationibus quae  

  Conferentiae Episcoporum competunt (29) of the same Rituale Romanum, 
Conferences of Bishops may introduce those adaptations to the Rite of Blessings 
of the Sick which are held to be pastorally useful or possibly necessary, after 
prior review by the Apostolic See. 

 
Art. 4 –  § 1.  The Diocesan Bishop has the right to issue norms for his particular Church  
  regarding liturgical services of healing, following can. 838 § 4. 
 
 § 2.  Those who prepare liturgical services of healing must follow these norms in the 

celebration of such services. 
 
 § 3.  Permission to hold such services must be explicitly given, even if they are 

organized by Bishops or Cardinals, or include such as participants. Given a just 
and proportionate reason, the Diocesan Bishop has the right to forbid even the 
participation of an individual Bishop. 

 
Art. 5 –  § 1.  Non-liturgical prayers for healing are distinct from liturgical celebrations, as  
  gatherings for prayer or for reading of the word of God; these also fall under the 

 vigilance of the local Ordinary in accordance with can. 839 § 2. 
 
 § 2.  Confusion between such free non-liturgical prayer meetings and liturgical  
  celebrations properly so-called is to be carefully avoided. 
 
 § 3.  Anything resembling hysteria, artificiality, theatricality or sensationalism, above 

all on the part of those who are in charge of such gatherings, must not take 
place. 
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Art. 6 –  The use of means of communication (in particular, television) in connection with 
prayers for healing, falls under the vigilance of the Diocesan Bishop in conformity with 
can. 823 and the norms established by the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith 
in the Instruction of March 30, 1992.(30) 

 
Art. 7 –  § 1.  Without prejudice to what is established above in art. 3 or to the celebrations for  

the sick provided in the Church's liturgical books, prayers for healing – whether 
liturgical or non-liturgical – must not be introduced into the celebration of the 
Holy Mass, the sacraments, or the Liturgy of the Hours. 

 
 § 2.  In the celebrations referred to § 1, one may include special prayer intentions for  

  the healing of the sick in the general intercessions or prayers of the faithful, when 
this is permitted. 

 
Art. 8 –  § 1.  The ministry of exorcism must be exercised in strict dependence on the Diocesan  

  Bishop, and in keeping with the norm of can. 1172, the Letter of the 
Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith of September 29, 1985, (31) and 
the Rituale Romanum (32). 

 
 § 2.  The prayers of exorcism contained in the Rituale Romanum must remain  
  separate from healing services, whether liturgical or non-liturgical. 
 
 § 3.  It is absolutely forbidden to insert such prayers of exorcism into the celebration of  
  the Holy Mass, the sacraments, or the Liturgy of the Hours. 
 
Art. 9 –  Those who direct healing services, whether liturgical or non-liturgical, are to strive to 

maintain a climate of peaceful devotion in the assembly and to exercise the necessary 
prudence if healings should take place among those present; when the celebration is 
over, any testimony can be collected with honesty and accuracy, and submitted to the 
proper ecclesiastical authority. 

 
Art. 10– Authoritative intervention by the Diocesan Bishop is proper and necessary when 

abuses are verified in liturgical or non-liturgical healing services, or when there is 
obvious scandal among the community of the faithful, or when there is a serious lack 
of observance of liturgical or disciplinary norms. 

  
 

The Sovereign Pontiff John Paul II, at the Audience granted to the undersigned Cardinal Prefect, 
approved the present Instruction, adopted in Ordinary Session of this Congregation, and ordered its 

publication. 
 

Rome, from the Offices of the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith,  
September 14, 2000, the Feast of the Triumph of the Cross. 

 
 

+ Joseph Card. RATZINGER 
Prefect 
 

+ Tarcisio BERTONE, S.D.B. Archbishop Emeritus of Vercelli 
Secretary 
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LETTER TO ORDINARIES 
REGARDING NORMS ON EXORCISM 

 
29 September 1985 

 
Your most Reverend Excellency, 
 
Recent years have seen an increase in the number of prayer groups in the Church aimed at 
seeking deliverance from the influence of demons, while not actually engaging in real 
exorcisms. These meetings are led by lay people, even when a priest is present. 
 
As the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith has been asked how one should view these 
facts, this Dicastery considers it necessary to inform Bishops of the following response: 
 
1.  Canon 1172 of the Code of Canon Law states that no one can legitimately perform 

exorcisms over the possessed unless he has obtained special and express permission from 
the local Ordinary (§1), and states that this permission should be granted by the local 
Ordinary only to priests who are endowed with piety, knowledge, prudence and integrity of 
life (§2). Bishops are therefore strongly advised to stipulate that these norms be observed. 

 
2.  From these prescriptions it follows that it is not even licit that the faithful use the formula of 

exorcism against Satan and the fallen angels, extracted from the one published by order of 
the Supreme Pontiff Leo XIII, and even less that they use the integral text of this exorcism. 
Bishops should take care to warn the faithful, if necessary, of this. 

 
3.  Finally, for the same reasons, Bishops are asked to be vigilant so that – even in cases that 

do not concern true demonic possession – those who are without the due faculty may not 
conduct meetings during which invocations, to obtain release, are uttered in which demons 
are questioned directly and their identity sought to be known. 

 
Drawing attention to these norms, however, should in no way distance the faithful from praying 
that, as Jesus taught us, they may be delivered from evil (cf. Mt 6:13). Finally, Pastors may take 
this opportunity to recall what the Tradition of the Church teaches concerning the role proper to 
the sacraments and the intercession of the Blessed Virgin Mary, of the Angels and Saints in the 
Christian’s spiritual battle against evil spirits. 
 
I take the opportunity to express my deepest respects, 
 
Your most esteemed in Christ, 
  

Joseph Cardinal Ratzinger   Alberto Bovone 
Prefect      Secretary 
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IUVENESCIT ECCLESIA  
 

Letter “Iuvenescit Ecclesia” to the Bishops of the Catholic Church 
Regarding the Relationship Between Hierarchical and Charismatic Gifts 

in the Life and the Mission of the Church 
 

May 15, 2016 
 

INTRODUCTION 
  
 
The gifts of the Holy Spirit in the Church in mission 
 
1. The Church rejuvenates in the power of the Gospel and the Spirit continually renews her, 
builds her up, and guides her “with hierarchical and charismatic gifts”.[1] The Second Vatican 
Council has repeatedly highlighted the marvelous work of the Holy Spirit that sanctifies the 
People of God, guides it, adorns it with virtue, and enrichens it with special graces for her 
edification. As the Fathers love to show, the action of the divine Paraclete in the Church is 
multiform. John Chrysostom writes: “What gifts that work for our salvation are not given freely by 
the Holy Spirit? Through Him we are freed from slavery and called to liberty; we are led to 
adoption as children and, one might say, formed anew, after having laid down the heavy and 
hateful burden of our sins.  
 
Through the Holy Spirit we see assemblies of priests and we possess ranks of doctors; from this 
source spring forth gifts of revelation, healing graces, and all of the other charisms that adorn 
the Church of God”.[2] Thanks to the Church’s life itself, to the numerous Magisterial 
interventions, and to theological research, happily the awareness has grown of the multiform 
action of the Holy Spirit in the Church, thus arousing a particular attentiveness to the 
charismatic gifts by which at all times the People of God are enriched in order to carry out their 
mission. 
 
The work of effectively proclaiming the Gospel has proven to be particularly urgent in our time. 
The Holy Father Francis, in his Apostolic Exhortation Evangelii Gaudium, recalls that: “If 
something should rightly disturb us and trouble our consciences, it is the fact that so many of 
our brothers and sisters are living without the strength, light and consolation born of friendship 
with Jesus Christ, without a community of faith to support them, without meaning and a goal in 
life”.[3] The invitation to be a Church which “goes forth” leads to a rereading of the whole 
Christian life in a missionary key. [4] The work of evangelization touches every dimension of the 
Church: from ordinary pastoral ministry, to her proclamation to those who have abandoned the 
Christian faith and, in particular, to those who do not know Jesus Christ or have always rejected 
Him.[5] In the essential work of new evangelization, it is now more than ever necessary to 
recognize and value the numerous charisms capable of reawakening and nourishing the life of 
faith of the People of God. 
 
The multiform ecclesial groups 
 
2. Both before and after the Second Vatican Council there arose numerous ecclesial groups that 
constituted a great source of renewal for the Church and for the urgent "pastoral and missionary 
conversion”[6] of all ecclesial life. To the value and richness of all the traditional organizations, 
characterized by particular purposes, as well as the Institutes of Consecrated Life and the 
Societies of Apostolic Life, are added those more recent realities that can be described as 
groups of the faithful, ecclesial movements, and new communities. This present document 
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reflects upon these realties. They cannot simply be understood as a voluntary association of 
persons desiring to pursue a particular social or religious goal.  
 
The character of “movement” distinguishes them in the ecclesial landscape in as much as they 
are powerfully dynamic realities. They are capable of provoking a particular attraction to the 
Gospel and offering a proposal of the Christian life which, basically global in outlook, touches 
every aspect of human existence. The gathering of the faithful into groups, with an intensely 
shared common existence in order to strengthen their life of faith, hope, and charity, expresses 
well the ecclesial dynamic as the mystery of communion for the sake of mission, and manifests 
itself as a sign of the unity of the Church in Christ. In such a sense, these ecclesial groups 
arising from a shared charism tend to have as their goal “the broad apostolic purpose of the 
Church”.[7]  
 
In this perspective, groups of the faithful, ecclesial movements, and new communities propose 
renewed forms of following Christ in which the communio cum Deo and the communio 
fidelium are deepened. Thus the attractiveness of the encounter with the Lord Jesus and the 
beauty of Christian existence lived in its integrity is brought to new social contexts. A particular 
form of mission and witness is also expressed in such an entity, encouraging the growth of both 
a lively awareness of the individual’s Christian vocation as well as stable paths of Christian 
formation and ways of evangelical perfection. According to their diverse charisms, the faithful 
can share in this gathered entity in different states of life (lay faithful, ordained ministers and 
consecrated persons). In this way, they manifest the multiform richness of the ecclesial 
communion. The strong capacity of such an entity to gather people together constitutes a 
significant testimony to how the Church does not grow “through proselytism but ‘through 
attraction’”.[8] 
 
John Paul II addressed the representatives of the movements of the new communities. He 
recognized in them a “providential answer”[9] arising from the Holy Spirit to the necessity of 
communicating in a persuasive manner the Gospel to the whole world, considering the grand 
processes of change in action at a global level, often marked by a strongly secularized culture. 
This leaven of the Spirit “has brought to the Church's life an unexpected newness which is 
sometimes even disruptive”.[10] The same Pontiff remembered that the time of “ecclesial 
maturity” has come for all of these ecclesial groups. This implies their full value and insertion “in 
the local Churches and in the parishes […] always remaining in communion with the pastors 
and attentive to their directions”.[11] These new realities fill the heart of the Church with joy and 
gratitude and are called to relate positively with all of the other gifts present in ecclesial life. 
 
Purpose of the present document 
 
3. The Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith, with this present document, intends, in the 
light of the relationship between the “hierarchical and charismatic gifts”, to underline those 
theological and ecclesiological elements whose comprehension will encourage a fruitful and 
ordered participation of the new groups in the communion and the mission of the Church. For 
this purpose, first, some key elements both of the doctrine of charisms found in the New 
Testament and of Magisterial reflection on these new entities are presented. Successively, 
based upon certain principles of systematic theology, identifying elements of both the 
hierarchical and charismatic gifts will be presented alongside some criteria for the discernment 
of the new ecclesial groups. 
 
 
 

 
I. THE CHARISMS ACCORDING TO THE NEW TESTAMENT 
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Grace and charism 
 
4. “Charism” is the transcription of the Greek word chárisma, which, found frequently in the 
Pauline letters, also appears in the first letter of Peter. This term has a general sense of 
“generous gift” and, in the New Testament, is used only in reference to the divine gifts. In some 
passages, the context offers a more precise meaning (cf. Rm 12:6; 1 Cor 12:4-31; 1 Pt 4:10), 
whose fundamental trait is the differentiated distribution of gifts.[12] In modern languages this is 
also the prevailing sense of words derived from this Greek term.  
 
Unlike the fundamental graces such as sanctifying grace, or the gifts of faith, of hope, and of 
charity, that are indispensable for every Christian, an individual charism need not be a gift given 
to all (cf. 1 Cor 12:30). The charisms are particular gifts that the Spirit distributes “as He wishes” 
(1 Cor 12:11). In order to give an account of the necessary presence of the diverse charisms in 
the Church, the two most explicit texts (Rm 12:4-8; 1 Cor 12:12-30) make use of a comparison 
with the human body: “For as in one body we have many parts, and all the parts do not have the 
same function, so we, though many, are one body in Christ and individually parts of one 
another. Since we have gifts that differ according to the grace given to us, let us exercise them” 
(Rm 12:4-6). Between the members of the body, this diversity does not constitute an anomaly to 
avoid, on the contrary, it is both necessary and productive. It makes possible the fulfilment of 
diverse life-giving functions. “If they were all one part, where would the body be? But as it is 
there are many parts but one body” (1 Cor 12:19-20).  
 
A close relationship between the particular charisms (charísmata) and the grace of God is 
affirmed by Paul in Rm 12:6 and by Peter in 1 Pt 4:10.[13] The charisms are recognized as a 
manifestation of the “multiform grace of God” (1 Pt 4:10). They are not, therefore, simply human 
capacities. Their divine origin is expressed in different ways: according to some texts they come 
from God (cf. Rm 12:3; 1 Cor 12:28; 2 Tm 1:6; 1 Pt 4:10); according to Eph 4:7, they come from 
Christ; according to 1 Cor 12:4-11, from the Spirit. As this last passage is the most insistent (it 
mentions the Spirit seven times), the charisms are usually presented as “manifestations of the 
Spirit” (1 Cor 12:7). It is clear, nonetheless, that this attribution is not exclusive and does not 
contradict the preceding two. The gifts of God always imply the entire Trinitarian horizon, as 
theology has affirmed from its beginning, both in the West and in the East.[14] 
 
Gifts given “for the good of all” and the primacy of charity 
 
5. In 1 Cor 12:7 Paul declares that “To each individual the manifestation of the Spirit is givenfor 
some benefit”. Many translations add “for the benefit of all” because the majority of charisms 
mentioned by the Apostle, even if not all, are directly for the benefit of all. This orientation 
toward the edification of all has been well understood, for example, by St. Basil the Great, when 
he says: “These gifts are received by each one more for others than for themselves […]. In the 
common life it is necessary that the power of the Holy Spirit, given to one, be transmitted to all. 
The one who lives for oneself, may have a charism, but it remains useless, hidden away 
inactive, because it remains buried within the self”.[15] Paul, nevertheless, does not deny that a 
charism may be useful solely for the person who has received it. Such is the case with speaking 
in tongues, which, in this respect, is different from the gift of prophecy.[16]  
 
The charisms that have a common usefulness, be they charisms of the word (of wisdom, of 
knowledge, of prophecy, of exhortation) or of action (of powers, of ministry, of governance); they 
also have a personal usefulness, because their service of the common good favors the growth 
of charity in those who possess them. Paul observes, regarding this, that, if one lacks charity, 
even the highest charisms do not help their recipient (cf. 1 Cor 13:1-3).  
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A stern passage from the Gospel of Matthew (Mt 7:22-23) expresses the same reality: the 
exercise of the more visible charisms (prophecy, exorcisms, miracles) can unfortunately coexist 
with the absence of an authentic relationship with the Savior. Consequently, Peter as much as 
Paul insists on the necessity of directing all of the charisms towards charity. Peter offers a 
general rule: “As each one has received a gift, use it to serve one another as good stewards of 
God’s varied grace” (1 Pt 4:10). Paul is concerned in particular about the use of the charisms in 
gatherings of the Christian community and says: “Everything should be done for building up” (1 
Cor 14:26). 
 
The variety of charisms 
 
6. In some texts we find a list of charisms, sometimes summarized (cf. 1 Pt 4:10), other times 
more detailed (cf. 1 Cor 12:8-10, 28-30; Rm 12:6-8). Among those listed there are exceptional 
gifts (of healing, of mighty deeds, of variety of tongues) and ordinary gifts (of teaching, of 
service, of beneficence), ministries for the guidance of the community (cf. Eph 4:11) and gifts 
given through the imposition of the hands (cf. 1 Tim 4:14; 2 Tim 1:6). It is not always clear that 
these gifts are considered “charisms” in the strict sense of the term.  
 
The exceptional gifts mentioned repeatedly in 1 Cor 12-14, disappear from the latter texts: the 
list of Rm 12:6-8 presents only the less visible charisms, that have an ongoing usefulness for 
the life of the Christian community. None of these lists claims to be exhaustive. Elsewhere, for 
example, Paul suggests that the choice of celibacy for the love of Christ should be understood 
as the fruit of a charism, as should that of matrimony (cf. 1 Cor 7:7 in the context of the whole 
chapter). The examples he gives depend on the level of development reached in the Churches 
of the time and are susceptible, therefore, to further additions. The Church, in fact, always 
grows over time thanks to the vivifying action of the Spirit. 
 
The proper exercise of the charisms in the ecclesial community 
 
7. From the above observations, it emerges that the Scriptural texts do not present an 
opposition between the diverse charisms; rather they see a harmonic connection and 
complementarity between them. The antithesis between an institutional Church of the Judeo-
Christian type and a charismatic Church of the Pauline type, affirmed by certain reductive 
ecclesial interpretations, in reality lacks a foundation in the texts of the New Testament. 
 
Far from situating the charisms on one side and the institutional entity on the other, opposing a 
Church “of charity” and a Church “of the institution,” Paul gathers in one list the recipients of the 
charisms of authority and teaching, of charisms that are useful to the ordinary life of the 
community, and of the more striking charisms.[17] Paul himself describes his ministry as an 
Apostle as a ministry “of the Spirit” (2 Cor 3:8). He feels invested with authority (exousía), given 
him by the Lord (cf. 2 Cor 10:8; 13:10), an authority that extends also towards charismatics.  
 
Both he and Peter give the charismatics instructions on the way to exercise their charisms. 
Their attitude is, above all, one of favorable welcoming; they are convinced of the divine origin 
of the charisms; they do not, however, consider these gifts as authorizing one to withdraw the 
obedience owed towards the ecclesial hierarchy, or as bestowing the right to an autonomous 
ministry.  
 
 
 
 
Paul shows himself to be aware of the drawbacks that a disordered exercise of the charisms 
can provoke in the Christian community.[18] The Apostle, therefore, intervenes, with authority, 
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to establish precise rules for the exercise of charisms “in the Church” (1 Cor 14:19-28), that is, 
in the gatherings of the community (cf. 1 Cor 14:23-26). He limits, for example, the exercise of 
glossolalia.[19] Similar rules are also given for the gift of prophecy (cf. 1 Cor 14:29-31).[20] 
 
Hierarchical and charismatic gifts 
 
8. In summary, from an examination of the biblical texts regarding the charisms, it emerges that 
the New Testament, while not offering a complete systematic teaching, presents affirmations of 
great importance that orientate ecclesial reflection and practice. One must also recognize that 
we do not find a univocal use of the term “charism”; rather a variety of meanings are observable, 
which theological reflection and the Magisterium help us to understand in the context of the 
complete vision of the mystery of the Church. In the present document the attention is placed on 
the binomial highlighted in paragraph 4 of the Dogmatic Constitution Lumen Gentium which 
speaks of “hierarchical gifts and charismatic gifts”.  
 
The relationship between them appears close and well-articulated. They have the same origin 
and the same purpose. They are gifts of God, of the Holy Spirit, of Christ, given to contribute, in 
diverse ways, to the edification of the Church. He who has received the gift to lead in the 
Church has also the responsibility of keeping watch over the good exercise of the other 
charisms, in such a manner that all contribute to the good of the Church and to its evangelizing 
mission, knowing well that the Holy Spirit distributes the charismatic gifts to whomever he 
desires (cf. 1 Cor 12:11).  
 
The same Spirit gives to the hierarchy of the Church the capacity to discern the authenticity of 
the charisms, to welcome them with joy and gratitude, to promote them generously, and to 
accompany them with vigilant paternity. History itself testifies to the multiform action of the 
Spirit, through which the Church, “built upon the foundation of the Apostles and prophets, with 
Christ Jesus Himself as the capstone” (Eph 2:20), lives her mission in the world. 
 
 

II. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN  
THE HIERARCHICAL AND THE CHARISMATIC GIFTS  

IN THE RECENT MAGISTERIUM 
 
The Second Vatican Council 
 
9. Although there has never been a shortage of different charisms arising in the temporal course 
of ecclesial history, nonetheless, only in recent times has a systematic reflection on them been 
developed. While the doctrine of the charisms occupies a significant space in the Magisterium of 
Pius XII as expressed in Mystici Corporis,[21] a decisive step forward in the adequate 
understanding of the relationship between the hierarchical and charismatic gifts is taken with the 
teaching of the Second Vatican Council.  
 
The relevant passages regarding this theme [22] reveal in the life of the Church, in addition to 
the Word of God, written and transmitted, to the sacraments, and to the ordained hierarchical 
ministry, the presence of gifts, of special gifts or charisms, distributed by the Spirit among the 
faithful of every condition. The passage most emblematic in this regard is to be found in Lumen 
Gentium 4: “The Church, which the Spirit guides in the way of all truth (cf. Jn 16: 13) and which 
He unifies in communion and in works of ministry, He both equips and directs with hierarchical 
and charismatic gifts and adorns with His fruits (cf. Eph 4:11-12, 1 Cor 12:4, Gal 5:22)”.[23]  
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In such a manner, the Dogmatic Constitution Lumen Gentium, in presenting the gifts mediated 
through the Spirit, precisely through the distinction between the diverse hierarchical and 
charismatic gifts, highlights their difference in unity.  
 
The affirmations in Lumen Gentium 12 regarding charismatic phenomena also appear 
significant in the context of the participation of the People of God in the prophetic office of 
Christ. One recognizes that the Holy Spirit does not limit Himself to this as “it is not only through 
the sacraments and the ministries of the Church that the Holy Spirit sanctifies and leads the 
People of God and enriches it with virtues”, but: “He distributes special graces among the 
faithful of every rank. By these gifts He makes them fit and ready to undertake the various tasks 
and offices which contribute toward the renewal and building up of the Church”. 
 
Finally, their multiformity and providentiality are described: “These charisms, whether they be 
the more outstanding or the more simple and widely diffused, are to be received with 
thanksgiving and consolation for they are perfectly suited to and useful for the needs of the 
Church”.[24] Analogous reflections are also found in the conciliar Decree on the Apostolate of 
the Laity.[25] This same document affirms that such gifts are not to be considered optional in 
the life of the Church; rather “from the acceptance of these charisms, including those which are 
more elementary, there arises for each believer the right and duty to use them in the Church 
and in the world for the good of men and the building up of the Church, in the freedom of the 
Holy Spirit”.[26] The authentic charisms, therefore, come to be considered as gifts of 
indispensable importance for the life and mission of the Church. Finally, conciliar teaching 
constantly recognizes the essential role of pastors in the discernment of the charisms and their 
ordered exercise within the ecclesial communion.[27] 
 
The post-conciliar Magisterium 
 
10. In the period following the Second Vatican Council, the interventions of the Magisterium on 
this topic multiplied.[28] The growing vitality of the new movements, groups of the faithful, and 
ecclesial communities, together with the need to specify the place of Consecrated Life within the 
Church contributed to this.[29] John Paul II, in his Magisterium, insists particularly on the 
principle of the coessentiality of these gifts: “I have often had occasion to stress that there is no 
conflict or opposition in the Church between the institutional dimension and the charismatic 
dimension, of which movements are a significant expression. Both are co-essential to the divine 
constitution of the Church founded by Jesus, because they both help to make the mystery of 
Christ and his saving work present in the world”.[30]  
 
Pope Benedict XVI, in addition to confirming the coessentiality of the gifts, deepened the 
affirmation of his predecessor, remembering that “in the Church the essential institutions are 
also charismatic and indeed the charisms must, in one way or another, be institutionalized to 
have coherency and continuity. Hence, both dimensions originate from the same Holy Spirit for 
the same Body of Christ, and together they concur to make present the mystery and the salvific 
work of Christ in the world”.[31] The hierarchical gifts and the charismatic gifts are thus 
reciprocally related from their very origins.  
 
Finally, the Holy Father Francis, has recalled “the harmony” that the Spirit creates between the 
diverse gifts and has called the charismatic groups to a missionary openness, to the necessary 
obedience to pastors, and to maintain ecclesial communion,[32] because “it is within the 
community that the gifts the Father showers upon us bloom and flourish; and it is in the bosom 
of the community that one learns to recognize them as a sign of his love for all his children.”[33]  
 
Summarizing, therefore, it is possible to recognize a convergence in the recent Magisterium on 
the coessentiality between the hierarchical and charismatic gifts. Their opposition, and equally 
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their juxtaposition, would be symptomatic of an error or insufficient comprehension of the action 
of the Holy Spirit in the life and mission of the Church. 
 
 

III. Theological Foundation of the Relationship Between  
The Hierarchical and Charismatic Gifts 

 
Trinitarian and Christological horizons of the gifts of the Holy Spirit 
 
11. In order to grasp the profound reasons of the relationship between the hierarchical and 
charismatic gifts, it is opportune to recall their theological foundation. In fact, the necessity of 
overcoming every sterile contraposition or extrinsic juxtaposition between the hierarchical and 
charismatic gifts is required by the economy of salvation itself, which embraces the intrinsic 
relation between the missions of the Word incarnate and of the Holy Spirit. In reality, every gift 
of the Father implies the reference to the joint and differentiated actions of the divine missions: 
every gift comes from the Father, through the Son, in the Holy Spirit.  
 
The gift of the Spirit in the Church is bound to the mission of the Son, accomplished definitively 
in his Paschal Mystery. Jesus Himself connects the fulfilment of his mission to the sending of 
the Spirit upon the community of believers.[34] Through this, the Holy Spirit can in no way 
inaugurate an economy other than that of the divine incarnate Logos, crucified and risen.[35] In 
truth, the whole sacramental economy of the Church is the pneumatological realization of the 
Incarnation: the Holy Spirit, therefore, comes to be considered by Tradition as the soul of the 
Church which is the Body of Christ. The action of God in history always implies the relationship 
between the Son and the Holy Spirit, who, in Irenaeus of Lyon’s evocative words, are called “the 
two hands of the Father”.[36] In this sense, every gift of the Spirit cannot but be in relationship 
with the Word made flesh.[37] 
 
The bond in origin between the hierarchal gifts, conferred with the sacramental grace of Orders, 
and the charismatic gifts, freely distributed by the Holy Spirit, has its deepest roots, therefore, in 
the relationship between the divine incarnate Logos and the Holy Spirit, who is always the Spirit 
of the Father and of the Son. Precisely to avoid equivocal theological visions that would posit a 
“Church of the Spirit”, distinct and separate from the hierarchical-institutional Church, it must be 
repeated that the two divine missions mutually imply each other in every gift bestowed freely 
upon the Church. In reality, the mission of Jesus Christ already implies within itself the action of 
the Spirit. John Paul II, in his encyclical on the Holy Spirit, Dominum et Vivificantem, had shown 
the decisive importance of the action of the Spirit in the mission of the Son.[38]  
 
Benedict XVI deepened this insight in his Apostolic Exhortation Sacramentum Caritatis, recalling 
that the Paraclete “already at work in Creation (cf. Gen 1:2), is fully present throughout the life of 
the incarnate Word”. Jesus Christ “is conceived by the Virgin Mary by the power of the Holy 
Spirit (cf. Mt 1:18; Lk 1:35); at the beginning of his public mission, on the banks of the Jordan, 
He sees the Spirit descend upon Him[self] in the form of a dove (cf. Mt 3:16 and parallels); He 
acts, speaks and rejoices in the Spirit (cf. Lk 10:21), and He can offer Himself in the Spirit 
(cf. Heb 9:14).  
 
In the so-called ‘farewell discourse’ reported by John, Jesus clearly relates the gift of his life in 
the Paschal Mystery to the gift of the Spirit to his own (cf. Jn 16:7). Once risen, bearing in his 
flesh the signs of the passion, He can pour out the Spirit upon them (cf. Jn 20:22), making them 
sharers in his own mission (cf. Jn 20:21). The Spirit would then teach the disciples all things and 
bring to their remembrance all that Christ had said (cf. Jn 14:26), since it falls to Him, as the 
Spirit of truth (cf. Jn 15:26), to guide the disciples into all truth (cf. Jn 16:13). In the account 
in Acts, the Spirit descends on the Apostles gathered in prayer with Mary on the day of 
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Pentecost (cf. 2:1-4) and stirs them to undertake the mission of proclaiming the Good News to 
all peoples”.[39] 
 
The action of the Holy Spirit in the hierarchical and charismatic gifts 
 
12. Pointing out the Trinitarian and Christological horizon of the divine gifts also sheds light on 
the relation between the hierarchical and charismatic gifts. In fact, the relationship to the salvific 
actions of Christ – for example, the institution of the Eucharist (cf. Lc 22:19f; 1 Cor 11:25), the 
power to forgive sins (cf. Jn 20:22f), the apostolic mandate for the work of evangelization and of 
baptism (Mc 16:15f; Mt 28:18-20) – primarily appears in the hierarchical gifts, in as much as 
they pertain to the sacrament of Orders. It is equally manifest that no sacrament can be 
conferred without the action of the Holy Spirit.[40]  
 
On the other hand, the charismatic gifts, bestowed freely by the Spirit, “who blows where He 
wills” (Jn 3:8) and distributes his gifts “as He wishes” (1 Cor 12:11), are objectively related to the 
new life in Christ, in as much as Christians are “individually parts”(1 Cor 12:27) of his Body.  
 
Therefore, the proper comprehension of the charismatic gifts comes only in reference to the 
presence of Christ and in his service; as John Paul II affirmed, “the true charisms cannot but 
tend towards the encounter with Christ in the sacraments”.[41]  
 
The hierarchical and charismatic gifts, therefore, appear united in reference to the intrinsic 
relationship between Jesus Christ and the Holy Spirit. The Paraclete is, contemporaneously, the 
one who distributes efficaciously, through the sacraments, the salvific grace offered by Christ 
dead and risen again, and He is the one who bestows the charisms. In the liturgies of the 
Christian East, especially in the Syriac tradition, the role of the Holy Spirit, represented by the 
image of fire, helps to make this experience plainly manifest. Indeed the great theologian and 
poet Ephrem the Syrian said “the fire of compassion descends / and takes the form of 
bread”,[42] indicating not only the Spirit’s action relative to transforming the gifts but also relative 
to the believers who eat the Eucharistic bread.  
 
The Eastern perspective, with the efficacy of its images, helps us to understand how, drawing 
near to the Eucharist, Christ gives us the Spirit. The same Spirit, then, by way of his actions in 
believers, feeds the life in Christ, leading them anew to a more profound sacramental life, above 
all in the Eucharist. In such a manner, the free action of the Holy Spirit in history reaches 
believers with the gift of salvation and at the same time animates them so they may respond 
freely and fully with the commitment of their lives. 
 
 

IV.  THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HIERARCHICAL AND CHARISMATIC GIFTS  
IN THE LIFE AND MISSION OF THE CHURCH. 

 
In the Church as mystery of communion 
 
13. The Church presents herself as “a people made one with the unity of the Father, the Son 
and the Holy Spirit”,[43] in which the relationship between hierarchical and charismatic gifts 
emerges as directed to the full participation of the faithful in her communion and evangelizing 
mission. We have been gratuitously predestined in Christ to this new life (Rm 8:29-31; Eph 1:4-
5). The Holy Spirit “brings about that wonderful communion of the faithful. He brings them into 
intimate union with Christ, so that He is the principle of the Church's unity”.[44] Within the 
Church, men are called together to become members of Christ[45] and within the ecclesial 
communion they are united in Christ, as members of each other. Communion is always “a vital 
double participation: the incorporation of Christians into the life of Christ, and the diffusion of 
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charity itself amongst the whole faithful in this world and the next. Unity with Christ and in Christ; 
and unity between Christians in the Church”.[46]  
 
In this sense, the mystery of the Church shines “in Christ like a sacrament or as a sign and 
instrument both of a very closely-knit union with God and of the unity of the whole human 
race”.[47] From this, one can see that the Church as a mystery of communion has a 
sacramental root: “Fundamentally this means communion with God through Jesus Christ, in the 
Holy Spirit. This communion is effected in the Word of God and in the sacraments. Baptism” –in 
close union with Confirmation– “is the entrance to and foundation of the communion of the 
Church. The Eucharist is the source and summit of the whole Christian life”.[48]  
 
These sacraments of initiation are constitutive of Christian life, and the hierarchical and 
charismatic gifts rest upon them. The life of ecclesial communion, in this way internally ordered, 
is lived in a continual religious attentiveness to the Word of God and is nourished by the 
sacraments. The Word of God presents itself to us as profoundly linked to the sacraments, in 
particular the Eucharist,[49] within the one sacramental horizon of Revelation.  
 
The Eastern tradition looks upon the Church, the body of Christ “animated” by the Holy Spirit 
and sees her as an ordered unity, which expresses itself also at the level of her gifts. The 
efficacious presence of the Spirit in the hearts of believers (cf. Rm 5:5) is the root cause of this 
unity even in its charismatic manifestations.[50] The charismatic gifts given to individuals 
actually belong to the Church herself and are ordered towards a more intense ecclesial life. This 
perspective is present also in the writings of Blessed John Henry Newman: “Thus the heart of 
every Christian ought to represent in miniature the Catholic Church, since one Spirit makes both 
the whole Church and every member of it to be His Temple”.[51] Thus, the falseness of any 
contradiction between or mere juxtaposition of the hierarchical and charismatic gifts is rendered 
more evident. 
 
In short, the relationship between the charismatic gifts and the ecclesial sacramental structure 
confirms the coessentiality between hierarchical gifts –of their nature stable, permanent, and 
irrevocable– and the charismatic gifts. Even if the historical forms of the latter are not 
guaranteed to remain always the same,[52] nonetheless the charismatic dimension will never be 
lacking in the life and mission of the Church. 
 
Identity of the hierarchical gifts 
 
14. In order to sanctify every member of the People of God and for the mission of the Church in 
the world, amongst the various gifts, “a special place” is held by “the grace of the Apostles to 
whose authority the Spirit Himself subjected even those who were endowed with 
charisms”.[53] Jesus Christ Himself willed that there be hierarchical gifts in order to ensure the 
continuing presence of his unique salvific mediation: “the Apostles were enriched by Christ with 
a special outpouring of the Holy Spirit coming upon them (cf. Acts 1:8; 2: 4; Jn 20:22-23), and 
they passed on this spiritual gift to their helpers by the imposition of hands (cf. 1 Tim 4:14; 2 
Tim 1:6-7)”.[54]  
 
The conferral of hierarchical gifts, therefore, can be traced back, above all, to the fullness of the 
sacrament of Orders, given at Episcopal consecration. This “together with the office of 
sanctifying, also confers the office of teaching and of governing, which, however, of its very 
nature, can be exercised only in hierarchical communion with the head and the members of the 
college”.[55] For this reason: “In the bishops, therefore, for whom priests are assistants, Our 
Lord Jesus Christ […] is present in the midst of those who believe […] through their excellent 
service He is preaching the Word of God to all nations, and constantly administering the 
sacraments of faith to those who believe, by their paternal functioning (cf. 1 Cor 4:15). He 
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incorporates new members into His Body by a heavenly regeneration, and finally by their 
wisdom and prudence He directs and guides the People of the New Testament in their 
pilgrimage toward eternal happiness”.[56]  
 
The Eastern Christian tradition, with its vital link to the Fathers, reads all this through its 
characteristic notion of taxis. According to Basil the Great, it is evident that the ordering of the 
Church is the work of the Holy Spirit. This same order (taxis), within which St. Paul catalogues 
the charisms (cf. 1 Cor 12:28), “is according to the distribution of the Spirit’s gifts”,[57] and 
locates that of the Apostles in first place.  
 
Beginning with Episcopal consecration, one can also understand the hierarchical gifts as 
referred to the other grades of the sacrament of Orders; above all, as referred to priests, who 
are “consecrated to preach the Gospel and shepherd the faithful and to celebrate divine 
worship”, and who “sanctify and govern under the bishop's authority, that part of the Lord's flock 
entrusted to them”. In their turn they must become “a pattern to the flock”, so they may “lead 
and serve their local community”.[58]  
 
In the sacrament of Orders bishops and priests, by the priestly anointing, “are conformed to 
Christ the Priest in such a way that they can act in the person of Christ the Head”.[59] One must 
add to these gifts those given to deacons “upon whom hands are imposed ‘not unto the 
priesthood, but unto a ministry of service’” and who “strengthened by sacramental grace, in 
communion with the bishop and his group of priests they serve in the diaconate of the liturgy, of 
the word, and of charity to the People of God”.[60] In short, the hierarchical gifts proper to the 
sacrament of Orders, in its diverse grades, are given so that the Church as communion may 
never fail to make to each member of the faithful an objective offer of grace in the sacraments, 
and so She may offer both a normative proclamation of the Gospel and pastoral care. 
 
Identity of the charismatic gifts 
 
15. If, in the exercise of the hierarchical gifts, the offer of Christ’s grace, to the whole People of 
God throughout history, is assured, nonetheless, each individual member of the faithful is called 
to accept and correspond to this grace personally in the concrete circumstances of their lives. 
The charismatic gifts, therefore, are freely distributed by the Holy Spirit, so that sacramental 
grace may be fruitful in Christian life in different ways and at every level.  
 
Because these charisms “are perfectly suited to and useful for the needs of the Church”,[61]  
through their diverse richness, the People of God are able fully to live their evangelical mission, 
discerning the signs of the times and interpreting them in the light of the Gospel.[62] The 
charismatic gifts, in fact, enable the faithful to respond to the gift of salvation in complete 
freedom and in a way suited to the times. In this way, they themselves become a gift of love for 
others and authentic witnesses to the Gospel before all mankind. 
 
The charismatic gifts shared 
 
16. In this context it is important to remember how varied the charismatic gifts may be among 
themselves, not only because of their specific character, but also on account of their diffusion 
within the ecclesial communion. The charismatic gifts “are given to individual persons, and can 
even be shared by others in such ways as to continue in time a precious and effective heritage, 
serving as a source of a particular spiritual affinity among persons”.[63] The relationship 
between the personal character of the charism and the possibility of sharing it expresses a 
decisive element in its dynamic, insofar as it touches upon the relationship that, in the ecclesial 
communion, always links person and community.[64]  
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The charismatic gifts, when exercised, can generate affinities, closeness, and spiritual 
relationships. Through these the charismatic patrimony, originating in the person of the founder, 
is shared in and deepened, thereby giving life to true spiritual families. The new ecclesial 
groups, in their diverse forms present themselves as shared charismatic gifts. Ecclesial 
movements and new communities show how a determinate founding charism can gather the 
faithful together and help them to live fully their Christian vocation and proper state of life in 
service of the ecclesial mission. The concrete historical forms this sharing takes may vary; for 
this very reason, as the history of spirituality shows, diverse foundations may arise from a single 
original founding charism. 
 
Recognition by ecclesial authorities 
 
17. Among the charismatic gifts, freely distributed by the Holy Spirit, many are received and 
lived out by persons within the Christian community who have no need of particular regulations. 
When, however, a gift presents itself as a “founding” or “originating charism”, this requires a 
specific recognition so that the richness it contains may be adequately articulated within the 
ecclesial communion and faithfully transmitted over time. Here emerges the decisive task of 
discernment that appertains to the ecclesial authorities.[65] Recognizing the authenticity of a 
charism is not always an easy task, it is, nonetheless, a dutiful service that pastors are required 
to fulfill. The faithful have “the right to be informed by their pastors about the authenticity of 
charisms and the trustworthiness of those who present themselves as recipients thereof”.[66]  
 
These authorities should, to this end, bear in mind the unforeseeable nature of the charisms 
inspired by the Holy Spirit and evaluate them according to the rule of faith with the intention of 
building up the Church.[67] This process is time-consuming. It requires an adequate period to 
pass in order to authenticate the charisms, which must be submitted to serious discernment 
until they are recognized as genuine. The reality of the group that arises from the charism must 
have the proper time to grow and mature. This would extend beyond the period of initial 
enthusiasm until a stable configuration arises. In this whole itinerary of verification, the authority 
of the Church must benevolently accompany the new group. The pastor’s accompaniment will 
never diminish, because, just as the solicitous love of the Good Shepherd always accompanies 
the flock, so too the paternity of those in the Church called to be vicars of the Good Shepherd 
never wanes. 
 
Criteria for discerning the charismatic gifts 
 
18. In this context, it is useful to remember certain criteria, as set out by the Church’s 
Magisterium in recent years, for the discernment of the charismatic gifts with reference to 
ecclesial groups. These criteria are intended to help the recognition of the authentically ecclesial 
nature of the charisms. 
 
a) The Primacy of the vocation of every Christian to holiness. Every entity that is born from 
sharing in an authentic charism must always be at the service of holiness in the Church and, 
therefore, of the increase of charity and an authentic movement towards the perfection of 
love. [68] 
 
b) Commitment to spreading the Gospel. Authentic charisms “are gifts of the Spirit integrated 
into the body of the Church, drawn to the center which is Christ and then channeled into an 
evangelizing impulse”.[69] In this way they must be marked by “conformity to and participation in 
the Church's apostolic goals” and show “a missionary zeal which will increase their 
effectiveness as participants in a re-evangelization”.[70] 
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c) Profession of the Catholic Faith. Every charismatic entity must be a place of education in 
the faith in its fullness “embracing and proclaiming the truth about Christ, the Church and 
humanity, in obedience to the Church's Magisterium, as the Church interprets it”;[71] for this 
reason they must avoid venturing “beyond (proagon) the doctrine and the ecclesial community”. 
Indeed if “one does not remain within these, one is not united to God and Jesus Christ (cf. 
2 Jn 9)”.[72] 
 
d) Witness to a real communion with the whole Church. This requires a “filial relationship to 
the Pope, in total adherence to the belief that he is the perpetual and visible center of unity of 
the universal Church, and with the local bishop, ‘the visible principle and foundation of unity’ in 
the particular Church”.[73] This implies a “loyal readiness to embrace the[ir] doctrinal teachings 
and pastoral initiatives”,[74] as well as “a readiness to participate in programs and Church 
activities at the local, national and international levels; a commitment to catechesis and a 
capacity for teaching and forming Christians”.[75] 
 
e) Recognition of and esteem for the reciprocal complementarity of other charismatic 
elements in the Church. From this arises a readiness for reciprocal cooperation.[76] Truly: “A 
sure sign of the authenticity of a charism is its ecclesial character, its ability to be integrated 
harmoniously into the life of God’s holy and faithful people for the good of all. Something truly 
new brought about by the Spirit need not overshadow other gifts and spiritualities in making 
itself felt”.[77] 
 
f) Acceptance of moments of trial in the discernment of charisms. Because a charismatic 
gift may imply “a certain element of genuine originality and of special initiative for the spiritual 
life of the Church” and in its surrounding “may appear troublesome”, it follows that one criteria of 
authenticity manifests itself as “humility in bearing with adversities”, such that: “The true relation 
between genuine charism, with its perspectives of newness, and interior suffering, carries with it 
an unvarying history of the connection between charism and cross”.[78] Any tensions that may 
arise are a call to the practice of greater charity in view of the more profound ecclesial 
communion and unity that exists. 
 
g) Presence of spiritual fruits such as charity, joy, peace and a certain human maturity 
(cf. Gal 5:22); the desire “to live the Church's life more intensely”,[79] a more intense desire of 
“listening to and meditating on the Word”;[80] “the renewed appreciation for prayer, 
contemplation, liturgical and sacramental life, the reawakening of vocations to Christian 
marriage, the ministerial priesthood and the consecrated life”.[81] 
 
h) The social dimension of evangelization. It is also necessary to recognize that, as a result 
of the impulse of charity, “the kerygma has a clear social content: at the very heart of the Gospel 
is life in community and engagement with others”.[82] This criteria of discernment, which refers 
not exclusively to lay entities in the Church, underlines the necessity of being “fruitful outlets for 
participation and solidarity in bringing about conditions that are more just and loving within 
society”.[83] In this regard the “desire to be present as Christians in various settings of social life 
and the creation and awakening of charitable, cultural and spiritual works; the spirit of 
detachment and evangelical poverty leading to a greater generosity in charity towards all” are 
significant.[84] Reference to the Social Doctrine of the Church is also a decisive factor.[85] In 
particular, “Our faith in Christ, who became poor, and was always close to the poor and the 
outcast, is the basis of our concern for the integral development of society’s most neglected 
members”.[86] This cannot be lacking in authentic ecclesial entity. 
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V. THE ECCLESIAL PRACTICE OF THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN  

HIERARCHICAL AND CHARISMATIC GIFTS 
 
19. Finally, it is necessary to address certain elements in the concrete ecclesial practice 
regarding the relationship between hierarchical and those charismatic gifts that are configured 
as charismatic groups within the ecclesial communion. 
 
Reciprocity 
 
20. Above all, the establishment of good relations between the diverse gifts in the Church 
requires the real integration of the charismatic entity within the pastoral life of the particular 
Church. This requires that the diverse groups recognize the authority of the pastors in the 
Church as a reality within Christian life itself, and that sincerely desiring to be recognized, 
received and eventually purified, they place themselves at the service of the ecclesial mission.  
 
On the other hand, those who have been entrusted with hierarchical gifts, carrying out the 
discernment and accompaniment of the charisms, must cordially receive that which the Spirit 
inspires within the ecclesial communion, being mindful thereof in pastoral activities and 
esteeming their contribution as an authentic resource for the good of all. 
 
The charismatic gifts in the universal and particular Church 
 
21. Related to the diffusion and the particularity of charismatic entities one must also consider 
the constitutive and essential relation between the universal Church and the particular 
Churches. It is necessary for this reason to clarify that the Church of Christ, as we profess in the 
Apostolic creed, “is the universal Church, that is, the worldwide community of the disciples of 
the Lord, which is present and active amid the particular characteristics and the diversity of 
persons, groups, times and places”.[87] The particular dimension is, therefore, intrinsic to the 
universal and vice-versa; there exists a “mutual interiority”[88] between the particular Churches 
and the Universal Church.  
 
The hierarchical gifts proper to the Successor of Peter are exercised, in this context, to 
guarantee, and for the benefit of, the universal Church’s immanent presence within local 
Churches; similarly the Apostolic Office of the individual bishops does not remain confined 
within their own diocese but is called to flow out to the whole Church, both through the affection 
proper to collegiality and to its effects, and above all through communion with that centrum 
unitatis Ecclesiae that is the Roman Pontiff. He “as the successor of Peter, is the perpetual and 
visible principle and foundation of unity of both the bishops and of the faithful.  
 
The individual bishops, however, are the visible principle and foundation of unity in their 
particular Churches, fashioned after the model of the universal Church, in and from which 
Churches, comes into being the one and only Catholic Church”.[89] This implies that in every 
particular Church “the one, holy, catholic, and apostolic Church of Christ is truly present and 
operative”.[90] Reference to the authority of the Successor of Peter –communion cum Petro et 
sub Petro– is, therefore, constitutive of every local Church.[91] 
 
In this way, the foundation is laid for the relationship between hierarchical and charismatic gifts 
within the relationship between the universal Church and the particular Churches. On the one 
hand, the charismatic gifts are given to the whole Church; on the other hand, the dynamism of 
these gifts must actualize itself in the service of a concrete diocese, which is “is a portion of the 
People of God which is entrusted to a bishop to be shepherded by him with the cooperation of 
the presbytery”. [92]  To this end, it may be useful to remember the case of Consecrated Life; 
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this is not a reality external to or independent of the life of the local Church; rather it constitutes 
a particular way of being in the midst of the local Church, which is marked by the radicalness of 
the Gospel and which possesses its own specific gifts.  
 
The traditional privilege of “exemption” granted to many Institutes of Consecrated Life,[93] does 
not imply a kind of disincarnated dislocation nor a badly understood autonomy; rather it denotes 
a more profound interaction between the universal and particular dimension of the Church. [94]      
 
Analogously, the new charismatic entities, when they possess a supra-diocesan character, must 
not consider themselves as completely autonomous from the particular Church; rather, they 
should enrich and serve her precisely through that particularity which is shared beyond the 
confines of a single diocese. 
 
The charismatic gifts and the states of life of the Christian 
 
22. The charismatic gifts bestowed by the Spirit can be related to the entire order of the 
ecclesial communion both with reference to the sacraments and to the Word of God. These 
gifts, depending on their different traits, can bear great fruit in the fulfilment of those duties that 
arise from Baptism, Confirmation, Matrimony, and Holy Orders. They also make possible a 
greater spiritual understanding of the Apostolic Tradition, which besides theological study and 
the preaching of those entrusted with the charisma veritatis certum,[95] may be deepened by 
those possessing “a penetrating understanding of the spiritual realities which they 
experience”.[96]  
 
In this context, it is useful to list the fundamental questions related to the relationship between 
the charismatic gifts and the different states of life, paying particular attention to the common 
priesthood of the People of God and the ministerial and hierarchical priesthood which, “though 
they differ from one another in essence and not only in degree […], are nonetheless 
interrelated: each of them in its own special way is a participation in the one priesthood of 
Christ”.[97] In point of fact they constitute “two modes of participation in the one priesthood of 
Christ, which involves two dimensions which unite in the supreme act of the sacrifice of the 
Cross”.[98] 
 
a)  First, it is necessary to recognize the goodness of the different charisms that give rise to 
the ecclesial groups between all the faithful, called to make fruitful sacramental grace, under the 
leadership of their legitimate pastors. They represent an authentic opportunity to live and 
develop one’s proper Christian vocation.[99] These charismatic gifts enable the faithful to live 
the common priesthood of the People of God as part of their day to day existence: as “disciples 
of Christ, persevering in prayer and praising God, (cf. Acts 2:42-47) [they] should present 
themselves as a living sacrifice, holy and pleasing to God (cf. Rm 12:1).  
 
Everywhere on earth they must bear witness to Christ and give an answer to those who seek an 
account of that hope of eternal life which is in them (cf. 1 Pt 3:15)”.[100] In this category are also 
found those groups which are particularly significant for Christian married life, and which “should 
try by their programs of instruction and action to strengthen young people and spouses 
themselves, particularly those recently wed, and to train them for family, social and apostolic 
life”.[101] 
 
b)  Ordained ministers also may find through their participation in a charismatic entity both a 
reminder of the meaning of their own baptism by which they became sons of God and their own 
specific mission and vocation.  An ordained member of the faithful will be able to find in a 
determined ecclesial group help to live, at a deep level, the challenges of his own specific 
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ministry both in relation to the whole People of God, particularly to that portion that has been 
entrusted to him, and in relation to the sincere obedience owed to his Ordinary.[102]  
 
Analogously, the same thing may be said in the case of candidates for the priesthood belonging 
to a particular ecclesial group, as affirmed in the post-synodal Apostolic Exhortation Pastores 
Dabo Vobis;[103] such a relation should express itself in an active docility to one’s own specific 
formation, enriching this with the charism in question. Finally, the pastoral help that a priest will 
be able to offer to an ecclesial group, depending on the group’s own proper characteristics, 
must always be in conformity with the regimen foreseen in the ecclesial communion for Holy 
Orders as related to incardination[104] and the obedience owed to his own Ordinary.[105] 
 
c)  The contribution of a charismatic gift to the baptismal priesthood and to the ministerial 
priesthood is illustrated by the Consecrated Life; this, as such, is located within the charismatic 
dimension of the Church.[106] Such a charism, which manifests a “special conformity to Christ, 
chaste, poor and obedient”[107] as a stable form of life[108] through the profession of the 
evangelical counsels, is bestowed in order to render someone “capable of deriving more 
abundant fruit from […] baptismal grace”.[109] The spirituality of the Institutes of Consecrated 
Life can become for both the lay faithful and the priest a significant resource enabling them to 
live their own proper vocation. Furthermore, not infrequently, members of an Institute of 
Consecrated Life, with the necessary consent of their proper superiors,[110] can find in relation 
to the new groups an important aid in living their own vocations, and in turn offer “the faithful, 
joyful and charismatic witness of consecrated life”,[111] thus bringing about a reciprocal 
enrichment. 
 
d)  Finally, it is significant that the spirit of the evangelical counsels is also commended by 
the Magisterium to every ordained minister.[112] Even celibacy, required of priests in the 
venerable Latin tradition,[113] is clearly aligned with the charismatic gifts; it is not primarily 
functional; rather it “is really a special way of conforming oneself to Christ's own way of 
life”,[114] in which the full offering of oneself in relation to the mission conferred by the 
sacrament of Holy Orders is realized.[115] 
 
Forms of ecclesial recognition 
 
23. The present document is intended to clarify the theological and ecclesiological place of the 
new ecclesial groups in the light of the relationship between the hierarchical and charismatic 
gifts. It is hoped this will contribute to the concrete identification of the most adequate means of 
their ecclesial recognition. The present Code of Canon Law provides different juridical means of 
recognition for the new ecclesial entities that pertain to the charismatic gifts. These means 
should be attentively considered,[116] avoiding precedents that do not give adequate 
consideration to both fundamental principles of law and the nature and particularity of the 
diverse charismatic entities. 
 
From the point of view of the relationship between hierarchical and charismatic gifts, it is 
necessary to observe two fundamental criteria that must be seen as inseparable:  
 

a)  respect for the particularity of individual charismatic groups, avoiding juridical 
straitjackets that deaden the novelty which is born from the specific experience. In such 
a way, one avoids the danger that the various charisms might be considered as 
undistinguished resources within the Church;  

 
b)  respect for the fundamental ecclesial regimen, this way favoring the effective insertion of 

the charismatic gifts into the life of both the particular and universal Church. Thus, any 
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danger that the charismatic entities might be considered in some way as running parallel 
to the ecclesial life or not ordered in relation to the hierarchical gifts is avoided. 

 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
24. Awaiting the outpouring of the Holy Spirit, the first disciples were assiduous and united in 
prayer with Mary, the mother of Jesus (cf. Acts 1:14). She had perfectly accepted and made 
fruitful the singular grace with which she had been superabundantly enriched by the most Holy 
Trinity: most importantly, the grace of being the Mother of God. All of the Church’s children can 
admire her complete docility to the action of the Holy Spirit: faultless docility in faith and 
transparent humility. Mary, therefore, testifies fully to the obedient and faithful reception of every 
gift of the Holy Spirit. Moreover, as the Second Vatican Council teaches, the Virgin Mary, by her 
maternal charity, “cares for the brethren of her Son, who still journey on earth surrounded by 
dangers and cares, until they are led into the happiness of their true home”.[117]  
 
Since she “let herself be guided by the Holy Spirit on a journey of faith towards a destiny of 
service and fruitfulness, today we look to her and ask her to help us proclaim the message of 
salvation to all and to enable new disciples to become evangelizers in turn”.[118] For this 
reason, Mary is recognized as the Mother of the Church and we, full of confidence, have 
recourse to her so that, through her efficacious help and powerful intercession, the charisms, 
abundantly bestowed by the Holy Spirit among the faithful, may be received with docility and 
bear fruit for the life and mission of the Church and for the good of the world. 
 
The Sovereign Pontiff Francis, in the Audience granted to the undersigned Cardinal Prefect on 

14 March 2016, approved the present Letter, adopted in the Plenary Session of this 
Congregation, and ordered its publication. 

 
Rome, from the Offices of the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith, May 15, 2016, the 

Solemnity of Pentecost. 
 

Gerhard Card. Müller 
Prefect 

 
+ Luis F. Ladaria, S.I. 

Titular Archbishop of Thibica 
Secretary 
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